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Abstract—Business process modeling has become an accepted means for designing and describing business operations. Thereby, consistency of business process models, i.e., the absence of modeling faults, is of utmost importance to organizations. This paper presents a concept and subsequent implementation for detecting faults in business process models and for computing a measure of their consistency. It incorporates not only syntactic consistency but also semantic consistency, i.e., consistency regarding the meaning of model elements from a business perspective.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Businesses all over the world are faced with the challenge of having to flexibly react to change and to dynamically work with varying business partners. Continuous shaping and reshaping of business processes is a critical success factor for a business’s competitiveness [1], [2]. Over the past decades, business process modeling has become an accepted means for designing and describing business operations in enterprises within and across company boundaries. Additionally, business process models may be transformed and executed by process engines as part of IT applications. Business process models describe interrelated business objects and business activities in a specific sequence, expressed in a certain modeling language with elements labeled in natural language [3], [4].

The quality of business process models is of utmost importance to organizations – particularly their consistency [5]. The notion of consistency refers to the absence of modeling faults within single models, models that are interlinked within organizations as well as models that are interlinked between organizations.

In this paper, we present a concept and implementation for detecting faults in business process models and for computing a measure of consistency of business process models. It incorporates not only syntactic consistency but also semantic consistency, i.e., it also takes into account the meaning of model elements from a business perspective.

Automatedly computing consistency metrics has a number of benefits. Firstly, it may aid the business process modeler during the modeling process in order to avoid modeling faults. Secondly, it helps quality managers assess the measure of consistency of business process models – within and between companies.

Thirdly, it is a perfect and necessary complement to systems that (semi-)automatically align business process models (e.g., [6], [7]).

This paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces necessary terminology. In Sections III and IV, we present the consistency metric and its implementation, explained by means of an example in Section V.
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Sections VI and VII present related work, conclusions and future work.

II. TERMINOLOGY

A. Business Process Model

There are numerous definitions of business process model in the literature [8], [9], [10], [2]. For our purposes, it is sufficient to postulate the following characteristics of a business process model (or simply model if the context is clear):

1. It is defined in a business process modeling language like, e.g., BPMN, EPC, or UML activity model.
2. It consists of labeled nodes and edges as elements. The node and edge types are defined by the modeling language used.
3. The element labels express business logic in business-domain-specific natural language.

B. Consistency, Consistency Rules, and Faults

Consistency is a model quality characteristic and denotes the absence of faults within a model or a set of models. We distinguish two kinds of consistency:

- **Syntactic consistency** relates the usage and correct ordering of specific node and edge types within a model, independent of specific element labels, according to a certain modeling language grammar [11].
- **Semantic consistency** relates to the business logic expressed in element labels, i.e., the intended meaning of model elements and their domain-specific sequencing.

Consistency can individually be defined via consistency rules. A consistency rule is a regulation regarding model elements, their types, labels, order and interconnections to ensure consistency. Table I shows exemplary consistency rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>CONSISTENCY RULES EXAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic</td>
<td>“Events and Functions must alternate” (EPC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>“A data item may never be used before it has been created”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consistency rules may be general, i.e., generally agreed in the business modeling community, or organization-specific. General syntactic consistency rules are published in numerous articles and guidelines (e.g., [12], [13], [14], [15]). They are usually modeling-language-specific. Examples for EPC are [13]:

- Events and Functions must alternate,
- Functions or Events must not have more than one outgoing or incoming connection,
- An XOR Split must not follow an Event.
Organization-specific syntactic consistency rules may, e.g., reduce the number of modeling element types to be used within an organization. For example, rarely used BPMN element types may be explicitly excluded, such as Intermediate Flow, Off-Page Connector, Intermediate Multiple, and Compensation Association.

General semantic consistency rules address faults that are independent of a particular business domain. Examples are:

- Activity labels must be of the form “verb phrase – noun phrase”, e.g., “book flight” as opposed to “flight booking”.
- Event labels must be of the form “noun phrase – verb participle”, e.g., “booking information received”.
- A data item may never be used before it has been created, e.g., “send invoice” before “create invoice”.

Organization-specific semantic consistency rules are usually business-domain specific and/or company-specific. Examples are:

- All data item names must conform to a company-wide data dictionary, e.g., “book vehicle” instead of “book car” if “vehicle” is the term used in the data dictionary.
- A credit check must be performed before any financial transaction.

A fault denotes the violation of a consistency rule in a concrete model. Faults are categorized by fault types. An example for a fault would be an EPC function labeled “check credit card” that immediately following another EPC function labeled “get travel data”, as such a sequence violates the rule “Events and Functions must alternate”. The fault type would be “function follows function”.

C. Consistency Measures and Metrics

A consistency measure is the level of consistency of a concrete model. We express the consistency measure of a model as a numeric value between and including 0 and 1. The measure 1 denotes the absence of any faults in the model. A smaller measure indicates a lower degree of consistency: the more faults, the lower the consistency measure.

A consistency metric is a formula to compute consistency measures for models.

D. Characteristics

In the following sections, we describe a consistency metric and its implementation with the following characteristics:

1) It incorporates syntactic as well as semantic consistency rules.
2) Consistency rules, particularly semantic ones, may be defined independently of the concrete business process modeling language used.
3) It is extensible in that new consistency rules, e.g., organization-specific ones, may be added.
4) Consistency measures and the faults detected can be explained.

III. CONSISTENCY METRIC

The consistency metric \( C \) sums up the number of all faults (syntactic and semantic), weighted by the fault type and normalized by the mean weight and the model size, as shown in (1).

\[
C(m) = \max\left(1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} f_i(m) \cdot w_i}{|m| \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i/n}, 0\right) \tag{1}
\]

where

- \( m \): model to be evaluated for consistency,
- \( f_i(m) \): number of faults of type \( i \) in model \( m \),
- \( w_i \): weight for fault type \( i \) as a numerical value \( > 0 \).
- Individual weights can be assigned statically to indicate severity, e.g., \( \text{WEPC function follows function} = 0.9 \).
- \( n \): number of fault types,
- \( |m| \): number of elements in model \( m \).

If there is no fault in model \( m \), then \( C(m) = 1 \). Each fault reduces the consistency measure. If every model element has a fault, then \( C(m) = 0 \). If, additionally, some elements have several faults, then the fraction would be greater than 1. The use of the maximum function ensures that \( C \) has 0 as the lower bound and, thus, avoids negative consistency measures.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented the consistency metric and consistency rules in a research project called KINO (German acronym for “Artificial Intelligence for Enterprise Use”). Fig. 1 gives an overview of the processing steps to compute consistency measures.

![Fig. 1 Processing steps](image)

Models can be imported from various formats. Nodes are then represented internally in a normalized format. Labels are analyzed via natural language processing (NLP). Then, faults are detected using consistency rules. Finally, the consistency measure can be computed.

A. Model Import

Business process models can be imported into the KINO...
application from various formats, e.g., Star UML Activity model format [16], BFlow EPC native model format, and XMI [17]. The specific formats are transformed via XSLT into the internal KINO format.

**B. Model Normalization**

The KINO application follows a layered architecture, as shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2 KINO Layered Architecture](image)

We use *Semantic Web* technology for representing and reasoning over business process models, namely AllegroGraph, AllegroProlog, and Allegro Common Lisp by Franz Inc. The *concept framework* described in [18] has been used to allow for the formulation of concise rules.

Data structures in Semantic Web applications are represented in *ontologies*. The ontology for business process models is organized in layers. A general ontology for graph-based models is constructed on top of basic Semantic Web concepts. It contains concepts like *node* and *edge*. Specific business process modeling languages like EPC and UML activity models are formulated on top of the ontology for graph-based models. An EPC function, for example, is modeled as a specialization of a node.

*Reasoning applications* as the consistency metric described in this paper may access various ontology layers.

Normalizing business process models takes place in two ways. Firstly, different formats of the same modeling language, e.g., BFlow EPC native model format, and XMI, are transformed into the same ontology format and, hence, can be compared. Secondly, models in different modeling languages can be compared since the ontology for the concrete modeling languages is based on the ontology for graph-based models. So, e.g., querying for all nodes and their labels is possible, regardless whether the nodes are UML activities or EPC functions.

**C. Natural Language Processing**

We use GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) [19] for natural language processing of labels. Thereby, a simple pipeline with the following processing resources is utilized:

- **Tokenizer:** identification of words,
- **Part-of-Speech Tagger:** categorization of words, e.g. noun, verb,
- **Parser:** identification of dependencies between words, e.g., verb phrase, noun phrase.

For synonym resolution WordNet is in place [20].

**D. Fault Detection**

Consistency rules are implemented in AllegroProlog. The main Prolog predicate is

\[
\text{fault (element fault-type reason)}
\]

The parameter *element* holds the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) of a model element that is faulted with respect to the fault type in parameter *fault-type*. The parameter *reason* contains additional information about the detected fault. It may be used for explaining the consistency measure.

See, for example, the implementation of a *syntactic* consistency rule: flaw type "EPC function follows function".

\[
(\text{-}( \text{fault ?f2 "funct-follows-funct" ?f1})
\text{(epc-function ?f1 ?label1 ?model})
\text{(epc-function ?f2 ?label2 ?model})
(\text{follows ?f2 ?f1}))
\]

The rule reads as follows. There is a fault of type "funct-follows-funct" in element ?f2 if the following conditions hold:

1. ?f1 is an EPC function with some label ?label in some model ?model.
2. ?f2 is an EPC function in the same model ?model.

The implementation is straightforward and concisely expresses the consistency rule in a comprehensible way.

See as a second example the implementation of a *semantic* consistency rule of flaw type "use before creation".

\[
(\text{-}( \text{fault ?n1 "use-before-creation" ?n2})
\text{(node ?n1 ?label1 ?model})
\text{(node ?n2 ?label2 ?model})
(\text{follows-trans ?n2 ?n1})
\text{(identical-nouns ?label1 ?label2})
\text{(verb-synonym-to ?label2 "create")}
\]

The rule reads as follows. There is a fault of type "use-before-creation" in ?n1 if the following conditions hold:

1. ?n1 is a node in some model ?model – independent of the modeling language.
2. ?b2 is a node in the same model ?model.
3. ?f2 follows transitively ?f1, i.e., directly or indirectly.
4. The labels of ?f1 and ?f2, ?label1 and ?label2, have identical nouns, e.g., “invoice” in “create invoice” and “send invoice”.
5. The verb in ?label12 is a synonym of the verb “create”, e.g., “make” or “instantiate”. identical-nouns and verb-synonym-to are Prolog predicates that use GATE for identifying nouns and verbs, respectively WordNet for synonym resolution.

The implementation of the semantic consistency rule is as straightforward as the syntactic one: concise and
comprehensible. It uses the ontology for graph-based models as opposed to a modeling-language specific ontology. Thereby, it is independent of a particular business process modeling language and, hence, can be used for models in all languages alike.

E. Consistency Metric

The consistency metric \( C \) is implemented as a Lisp function `consistent (model)` which returns the consistency measure of the parameter `model`. The function queries fault predicates for all fault types and computes the formula shown in (1).

V. EXAMPLE

We show the application of the consistency metric by means of the example EPC diagram “travel reservation”, adopted and modified from [21], as shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3 Example business process model](image)

The execution of the consistency rule `consistent (!trvr:travel-reservation)` returns a consistency measure of 0.73. This resulting measure 0.73 may be interpreted as roughly one quarter of the model being inconsistent. `consistent` returns, as second result, the explanation as a list of fault descriptions. It contains three syntactic faults and three semantic faults, each described by a list containing the faulty node, fault type, and reason:

- **Syntactic faults:**
  - `(!trvr:Receive-itinerary "event-without-participle" "Receive")`
  - `(!trcr:Receive-booking-information "event-without-participle" "Receive")`
  - `(!trvr:xor-split "xor-split-after-event" !trvr:Receive-booking-information)`
  - `(!trvr:Send-notification-notification "funct-follows-funct" !trvr:Debit-credit-card)`
  - `(!trvr:Create-notification-notification "funct-follows-funct" !trvr:Send-notification-notification)`
  - `(!trvr:Send-notification-notification "use-before-creation" !trvr:Create-notification-notification)`

- **Semantic faults:**
  - `(!trvr:Receive-itinerary "event-without-participle" "Receive")`
  - `(!trcr:Receive-booking-information "event-without-participle" "Receive")`
  - `(!trvr:xor-split "xor-split-after-event" !trvr:Receive-booking-information)`
  - `(!trvr:Send-notification-notification "funct-follows-funct" !trvr:Debit-credit-card)`
  - `(!trvr:Create-notification-notification "funct-follows-funct" !trvr:Send-notification-notification)`
  - `(!trvr:Send-notification-notification "use-before-creation" !trvr:Create-notification-notification)`

VI. RELATED WORK

Reasoning over business process models is an active field of research since many years. Even though various guidelines for sound business process models have been developed over the years, e.g., [22], [23], models can differ considerably [24], [25] or may be inconsistent [26], [27]. As a means for detecting differences, reasoning is applied. For example, in [28], the use of rules is explored for supporting process design and for reasoning about process alternatives when redesigning processes. Recently, the use of ontologies for easing these tasks has been introduced. In [29], [30], and [31], ontologies are used for querying and reasoning over business process models in order to support process redesign. Such approaches are focusing on the tasks involved in creating or changing business process models and are interested in supporting the engineering of consistent models. In contrast to our approach, often manual efforts are needed for developing the domain-specific background information or the semantic annotation of the business process models. Furthermore, the results do not provide a measure for the results of consistency checks performed and, thus, do not allow an assessment of their quality. For assessing the quality of business process models and thereby also their consistency, various metrics have been developed. Mostly, these measures are developed concentrating on business process models of a certain type, e.g. EPC [32] or BPMN [33]. Thereby, research in the field of consistency regarding the model syntax using meta model rules has been done, for example in [9]. Some research proposes measures for business process models independently of the modeling language used [34]. These metrics support the assessment of quality, among them structural consistency. However, they do not consider semantic consistency as included in our suggested metric as well.

Semantic analysis concerning the domain language presently focuses on detecting similarity between models or part of models. Thereby, the aim is to facilitate restructuring or merging of models [35], [36], [37], [38].

Another application is the requirement of having to check models’ compliance to rules and regulations [38]. However, general semantic consistency rules such as “a data item may never be used before it has been created” cannot be provided
as in our approach. Furthermore, differing use of the domain language leading to heterogeneity or ambiguity is not addressed. So far, metrics taking into account syntactic as well as semantic consistency have not yet been presented in the literature. In this, our approach of assessing consistency could complement the existing efforts in model analysis.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a concept for computing a consistency measure of business process models, taking into account syntactic as well as semantic consistency. We have implemented the approach as part of the KINO application for reasoning over business process models.

While there are many approaches for computing syntactic consistency in the literature, the analysis of semantic consistency is novel. Consistency rules may be implemented in Prolog in a straight forward, concise, and comprehensible way. This allows organizations to implement organization-specific consistency rules (syntactic and semantic) in addition to general rules that may be built into a business process modeling tool.

We plan the following extensions as future work:

- **Hierarchical and connected models**: most business process modeling languages offer mechanisms to hierarchically embed models within other models or to connect models. The proper handling of hierarchical or connected models needs to be implemented.

- **Semantic consistency via ontologies**: so far, semantic consistency rules may use results from natural language processing, e.g., synonym resolution, only. To improve expressibility, business-domain specific ontologies may be used. This will allow expressing consistency rules like “A credit check must be performed before any financial transaction” – which we cannot express so far.

- **Integration**: the consistency analysis may be integrated with other semantic analyses like, e.g., similarity, in business process modeling tools.

The concepts presented and the planned may, eventually, help improve the quality of business process models within organizations.
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